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PURPOSE: To make it possible to flatten definitely a flat processing

surface by eliminating the generation of a swelling or a scratch on a

solder resist printed surface in terms of a flat processing for a printed

wiring board.

CONSTITUTION: On the rear side of a base material 1 there are formed

a back-up copper 5 and a plurality of dummy patterns 6 which are in

parallel to each other while there is provided a clearance <5 of about

0.5mm between the backup copper 5 and the dummy patterns 6. The

dummy patterns 6 are formed in such a fashion that they may cross the

main wiring direction of the wiring patterns.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] the conductor of the rear face of a printed wired board — the printed wired board characterized by

preparing a gap between said solid patterns and said dummy patterns in the printed wired board which performs

flat processing by forming a solid pattern and two or more linear dummy patterns in the area in which the circuit

is not formed, and printing solder resist to this field after that.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to a printed wired board, and relates to the printed wired board

which performs, a flat processing side by giving solder resist in detail.

[0002]
. / .

•

"

. . ; ,. ; .

[Description of the Prior Art] When the configuration (surface irregularity) of a printed wired, board affects the

appearance side of a final product greatly, in order to avoid spoiling the appearance of a final product like IC

memory card used as a general-purpose memory medium of game software or a personal computer, solder resist

is given and flat processing is performed.

[0003] Moreover, many circuit patterns are formed in one field of a printed wired board, there is no circuit pattern

in the field of another side, or in being few, curvature occurs in a printed wired board. Then, the dummy pattern is

prepared in order to prevent generating of curvature.

[0004] For example, as shown in drawing 4 and drawing 5 , when a die pad 22, a bonding pad 23, and a circuit

pattern 24 are formed in the front face of a printed wired board 21, the backup kappa 25 and the dummy pattern

26 for reinforcing the die pad 22 and bonding pad 23 section formed in the front-face side are formed in the rear

face. And on the backup kappa 25 and the dummy pattern 26, solder resist was printed and flat processing-was

performed.

[0005] The dummy pattern 26 consists of two or more straight-lines pattern 26a mutually formed in parallel at

intervals of predetermined, and since the wiring direction of most circuit patterns 24 formed in the front-face side

is a lengthwise direction, the wiring direction is set as the longitudinal direction. When producing the pattern data

of the dummy pattern 26, one Rhine data is inputted first, and it is carried out by copying this after that.

Therefore, the intersection of the backup kappa 25 and the dummy pattern 26 was connected, and was formed in

one.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, by said conventional printed wired board, when solder resist
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Iwas printed to the field in which the dummy pattern 26 was formed, degassing from the slot edge of the shape of

a dead end made at the slot 27 between straight-line pattern 26a and the intersection of the backup kappa 25

was not made, but after air had remained in the slot edge, solder resist was printed in many cases. For this

reason, bulging and the skip of solder resist occurred at the slot edge around the backup kappa 25 at the time of

heat curing of solder resist, and there was a case where a flat processing side did not turn into a flat side.

[0007] It is in being made in order that this invention may solve the above-mentioned trouble, preventing certainly

that bulging and a skip generate the purpose in a solder-resist printing side, and offering the printed wired board

which can make a flat processing side a flat side certainly.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] in order that this invention may solve the above-mentioned trouble — the

conductor of the rear face of a printed wired board — a solid pattern and two or more linear dummy patterns

were formed in the area in which the circuit is not formed, and the gap was prepared between said solid patterns

and said dummy patterns in the printed wired board which performs flat processing by printing solder resist to this

field after that.

[0009]

[Function] Therefore, in case solder resist is printed to the field in which the solid pattern and the dummy pattern

were formed according to this invention, solder resist is printed, extruding the air in the slot between each dummy

pattern. And if printed to the boundary of a solid pattern and a dummy pattern, since it will escape from and come

out of the air of a slot through the gap prepared between the solid pattern and the dummy pattern, it flows

certainly to a solder-resist fang furrow edge. For this reason, bulging or the skip of solder resist do not occur

around a solid pattern at the time of heat curing of solder resist:

[0010]

[Example] Hereafter, one example which materialized this invention is explained according to drawing 1 - drawing

3 . As shown in drawing 1 , the die pad 2, the bonding pad 3, and circuit pattern 4 for equipping with IC chip (not

shown) are formed in the front face of a base material 1. And solder resist (not shown) is printed by the area

except a die pad 2 and a bonding pad 3, and insulation during wiring of a circuit pattern 4 and protection of wiring

are performed.

[001 1] On the other hand, as shown in drawing 2 , the backup kappa 5 of the square configuration as a solid

pattern and two or more linear dummy patterns 6 are formed in the rear face of a base material 1 . The backup

kappa 5 was formed in the center section which countered the die pad 2 and bonding pad 3 by the side of a front

face, and has reinforced the die pad 2 and the bonding pad 3. Moreover, the dummy pattern 6 is formed in the

area in which the backup kappa 5 is not formed, has predetermined width of face and each other is formed in

parallel at equal intervals. Moreover, the wiring direction of the dummy pattern 6 is set up so that it may intersect

perpendicularly with the wiring, direction of the circuit pattern .4. by^the. side of a .front face, if possible.-That is ..-

since many of circuit patterns 4 formed in the front.face serve as a lengthwise direction, the wiring direction of

the dummy pattern 6 formed in a rear face is a longitudinal direction. Here, about 0.5mm gap delta is formed

between the backup kappa 5 and the dummy pattern 6.

[001 2] Flat processing is performed by printing the solder resist which becomes the field in which the backup

kappa 5 and the dummy pattern 6 were formed as mentioned above from a thermosetting epoxy resin. The

printing direction at this time is performed from [ which makes the include angle of 1 5 degrees to the wiring

direction of the dummy pattern 6 ] P, as shown in drawing 2 .

[0013] If solder resist (not shown) is printed from P, it will be printed burying the solder-resist fang furrow section

7 extruding the air in the slot 7 between the dummy patterns 6. And if printed to the backup kappa 5 and a

corresponding location, the air in a slot 7 will move along the gap delta of about 0.5mm width of face prepared

between the backup kappa '5 and the dummy pattern 6. That is, since solder resist is aslant printed from P, the air

a slot 7 and near the intersection of the backup kappa 5 is extruded one by one from the upper part in a lower

part in the gap delta which is in the right end section of the backup kappa 5 in drawing 2 . Consequently, when

solder resist is printed by the whole rear face of a base material 1, it does not remain in the air fang furrow

section 7. Therefore, bulging or the skip of solder resist which the thermal expansion of air generates owing to at

the time of heat curing of solder resist are not generated.

[0014] Consequently, the flat processing side of a printed wired board can be certainly made into a flat side.

Therefore, while the yield in flat processing improves, the printed wired board which has a good appearance is

obtained.

[0015] In addition, this invention is not limited to the above-mentioned example, and can also be constituted in
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the range which does not deviate from the meaning of invention as follows, for example.

(1) In the above-mentioned example, although Gap delta was set to about 0.5mm, you may change suitably not

only in about 0.5mm.

[0016] (2) In the above-mentioned example, although the line breadth and spacing of the dummy pattern 6 were

set up equally, the line breadth and spacing of a straight-line pattern can be suitably set up according to the

differential thermal expansion of the front flesh side of a printed wired board, and the delicate measures against

curvature can also be taken.

[0017] (3) Although each dummy pattern 6 was arranged in the main wiring directions of a circuit pattern 4, and

the direction which intersects perpendicularly in the above-mentioned example, various dummy patterns may be
formed in the different direction so that each dummy pattern may be intersected perpendicularly with the circuit

pattern 4 which counters instead of the same direction.

[0018] (4) Although applied to the substrate 1 which formed the backup kappa 5 as a solid pattern in the above-
mentioned example, a solid pattern is not limited to the backup kappa 5, but may be applied to the pattern of

others which were formed in the flat processing side.

[0019]

[Effect of the Invention] Since neither bulging nor a skip occurs in a solder-resist printing side according to this

invention as explained in full detail above, the outstanding effectiveness that a flat processing side turns into a

fiat side certainly, and the appearance of a product becomes good is done so.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION.OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 11 It isthe.top view showing the relation between, the circuit pattern^ofJile. printed-.wir.ed board of this. .

example;. a die. pad, and,a bonding pad;;::. - -r,:-v ; —^.v: y;t--Ai . .. ... .

[Drawing 2] It is the bottom view showing the relation between the backup kappa of a printed wired board, and a

dummy pattern.

[Drawing 31 It is the top view of a printed wired board.

[Drawing 4] It is the top view showing the relation between the circuit pattern of the conventional printed wired

board, a die pad, and a bonding pad.

[Drawing 5] It is the bottom view showing the relation between the backup kappa of the conventional printed

wired board, and a dummy pattern.

[Description of Notations]

1 [— Gap. ] — A substrate, 5 — The backup kappa as a solid pattern, 6 — A dummy pattern, delta

[Translation done.]
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